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Electrically conductive polymeric materials have recently attracted considerable interest from academic and industrial researchers to explore their potential in biomedical applications such as in biosensors, drug delivery systems, biomedical implants and tissue engineering. Conventional conductive homopolymers such as polypyrrole and PEDOT show promising conductivity for these applications, however their mechanical properties, biocompatibility and processability are often poor. This has led to more recent attention being directed towards conductive polymeric composites comprised of biostable/biodegradable polymers with dispersed conductive fillers such as graphene, carbon nanotubes and metallic nanoparticles. The major objective of this paper is to provide an up to date review of the recent investigations conducted in the development of conductive polymer composites focussing on the methods of their preparation, underlying concepts of their conductivity and the ways to tailor their properties. Furthermore, recent progress made in conventional conducting polymers and their composites/blends for biomedical applications is also discussed.

1. Introduction

Since the discovery of intrinsically conducting polymers, researchers have explored their unusual electronic properties for a wide range of applications. Due to the presence of a conjugated π-electron backbone these polymers exhibit electronic properties such as low energy optical transmission, low ionization potential and high electron affinities. These unique properties make these materials suitable for applications as thin film transistors, organic light emitting diodes, sensors, supercapacitors, organic solar cells and electrochromic displays. Many research groups have extensively investigated conducting polymers for these applications and a number of excellent reviews are available.1–12

More recently, conducting polymers and electroactive polymers have received the attention of researchers to explore their potential in biomedical applications. This new generation of novel polymeric materials for biomedical, nanoscience and industrial applications. Her research interests also lie in the electroactive biomaterials, living radical polymerizations and drug delivery.
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of “smart” biomaterials have been investigated for applications in biosensors; coatings on conventional electrodes used in neural sensing and stimulation; electrically induced drug release and delivery systems; modulators of activities of nerve, cardiac, skeletal muscle, and bone cells; and in emerging technologies such as tissue engineering. The most widely investigated conducting polymers for biomedical applications include polypyrrole, polyaniline, polythiophene and its derivatives such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene). This overview presents an overview of a broad conductivity range of conducting polymers and conductive polymeric composites. Most studies have focused on investigating the interaction of these polymers with biological tissues using in vitro assays and strategies to improve biocompatibility. Tailoring conducting polymers to have appropriate mechanical properties, electrical conductivity, processability as well as acceptable biocompatibility has been the major challenge in application of this class of polymers for clinically useful biomedical implants and devices. Development of composites of conducting polymers with conducting nanoparticles along with non-conducting polymers to improve mechanical performance and biocompatibility has been one of the recent approaches in attempting to overcome some of these limitations. The major focus of this paper is to provide a comprehensive review of the investigations conducted over the last decade in the development of conducting polymers and conductive polymeric composites. A brief introduction to the chemistry and properties of the well known conducting polymers followed by review of the recent literature on conductive composites is provided.

2. Conducting polymers

The derivatives of polypyrrole with resistivities as low as 1 Ω cm were first reported in 1963 by Australian scientists Bolto and Weiss, and their coworkers. The discovery of polyacetylene and its high conductivity upon doping in by Shirakawa and coworkers in the 1970s further helped to advance the field of conductive polymers. Polypyrrole (PPy), polyaniline (PAni), polythiophene (PTh), and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) are most promising conducting polymers (CPs) for use in biomedical applications. CPs exhibit electrical and optical properties similar to those of metals and semiconductors, and offer advantages of conventional polymers such as ease of synthesis, as an electrode for stimulation and recording, conducting polymers are attractive due to the possibility of chemical surface modification with physiologically active species to enhance the biocompatibility and the functionality of the electrodes. This unique combination of properties makes CPs potential candidates for various applications.
biomedical applications such as biosensors, neural probes, neural prostheses, drug-delivery devices, tissue-engineering scaffolds, and bio-actuators.\textsuperscript{4,14,15,20,21,25–31}

The presence of conjugated double bonds (Fig. 2) along the backbone gives rise to the conductivity in CPs.\textsuperscript{22} The $\pi$ electrons in the conjugated backbone are available to delocalize into a conduction band and in the idealized situation of a uniform chain, the resulting conduction band would give rise to metallic behaviour. However, such a system is unstable with respect to bond alternation, which causes the formation of an energy gap in the electronic spectrum.\textsuperscript{19} Dopant ions are introduced to the structure to overcome the energy gap and hence, to impart conductivity to these polymers. The dopant ions carry charge in the form of extra electrons to neutralise the unstable backbone of the polymer in its oxidised state by donating or accepting electrons.\textsuperscript{18,19} On application of a potential across the CP film, a charge is passed through the film as a result of a flux of ions either in or out of the film, dependent on dopant charge and mobility, causing a disruption to the polymer backbone.\textsuperscript{18,19} CPs can be doped with both p- and n-type dopants using a variety of molecules, such as small salt ions (Cl$^-$, Br$^-$, or NO$_3^-$), and larger dopants such as hyaluronic acid, peptides or polymers.\textsuperscript{14,20}

CPs can be synthesized either chemically or electrochemically. Chemical methods of CP synthesis either use condensation polymerization or addition polymerization. While chemical synthesis provides many different possible routes to synthesize a variety of CPs and also permits the scale-up of these materials, electrochemical synthesis is relatively straightforward and hence, is most commonly used for making CPs.\textsuperscript{32–33} The advantages of electrochemical synthesis include ease of synthesis, simultaneous doping and entrapment of molecules during synthesis, however the films are difficult to remove from electrodes and post-synthesis covalent modification of CP is difficult.\textsuperscript{14} On the other hand, chemical synthesis offers more options to modify CP backbone covalently and makes the post-synthesis covalent modification possible, although this method is often more complicated.\textsuperscript{14} Another significant difference between electrochemical and chemical methods of CP synthesis is that electrochemical method can produce very thin CP films (of the order of 20 nm), whereas powders or very thick films are usually produced with chemical polymerization.\textsuperscript{14,17} Furthermore, electrochemical synthesis is limited to those systems in which the monomer can be oxidized upon application of potential to form reactive radical ion intermediates for polymerization.\textsuperscript{14} The common CPs (e.g. PPy, PTh, PANi, PEDOT) can be polymerized both chemically and electrochemically; however, several novel CPs with modified monomers can only be synthesised using chemical polymerization.\textsuperscript{14,35}

Table 1 presents the properties and electrical conductivity of some conventional conducting polymers investigated for biomedical applications.

2.1 Polypyrrole (PPy)

Doped PPy has been the most thoroughly investigated conductive polymer for biomedical applications because of its high electrical conductivity, ease of preparation, and ease of surface modification.\textsuperscript{37,20} PPy exhibits excellent environmental stability and has been shown to have the ability to support cell adhesion and growth of a variety of cell types.\textsuperscript{40–42} PPy has been explored for a number of biomedical applications including tissue engineering,\textsuperscript{17,40} biosensors,\textsuperscript{26} drug delivery,\textsuperscript{43} and bio-actuators.\textsuperscript{16,17,41,44,45} PPy can easily be synthesised in large quantities at room temperature in a variety of common organic solvents and also in water.\textsuperscript{46–49} The conductivity of PPy films can be achieved up to $\sim 10^3$ S cm$^{-1}$ depending on the type and amount of dopant.\textsuperscript{16,14–16} Due to its molecular structure, a limitation of pure PPy is that once synthesised, it is hard to process it further as it is crystalline, mechanically rigid, brittle and insoluble, making unmodified PPy poorly suited to most biomedical applications such as tissue engineering.\textsuperscript{16,17}

Schmidt and coworkers reported the synthesis and physicochemical characterization of poly(1-(2-carboxyethyl)pyrrole) (PPyCOOH), a PPy derivative that contains a chemical group that can be easily modified with biological moieties at the N-position of the polymer backbone, enhancing the biomaterial–tissue interface and promoting desired tissue responses.\textsuperscript{50} Human umbilical vascular endothelial cells (HUVECs) cultured on PPyCOOH films surface-modified with the cell-adhesive Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) motif demonstrated improved attachment and spreading (Fig. 3).

In a study by Richardson and co-workers, PPy coated electrodes were used for the delivery of charge and neurotrophins in order to reduce the degeneration of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs) associated with cochlear implant use.\textsuperscript{43} The electrically conducting polypyrrole/para-toluene sulfonate containing neurotrophin-3 (PPy/pTnS/NT3) was applied to cochlear implant electrodes. The in vivo studies on guinea pigs showed the use of the cochlear implant to deliver neurotrophic agents to SGNs in a safe and controlled manner over the short-term, in addition to electrical stimulation for enhanced preservation of SGNs after hearing loss.

There are a number of literature reports on the biocompatibility studies of PPy.\textsuperscript{44–54} A recent in vitro study has reported that PPy nanoparticles fabricated using oxidative polymerization route are cytotoxic at high concentrations.\textsuperscript{53} These nanoparticles

![Fig. 2 Structures of common CPs investigated for biomedical applications.](image-url)
negatively affected the cell viability/proliferation, and this effect was directly dependent on the nanoparticle concentration. But lower concentrations of PPy nanoparticles (<9.7 μg ml⁻¹) were not found to affect cell viability/proliferation. The same group had also reported previously the results of an in vivo study showing that chemically synthesized PPy particles exhibited good biocompatibility in mice over a 6 weeks period of treatment with these particles. Further, in a study by Martin et al., PPy and a synthetic peptide were co-deposited on an electrode surface by electrochemical polymerization. The stability of PPy/peptide coatings was tested using in vitro soaking experiments whilst their effect on the brain tissue response and neural recording was examined in vivo. For in vivo studies, the electrodes were implanted and evaluated for maximum of a 3 weeks period. The results showed that PPy/peptide coating promoted the neuron attachment and good recordings were obtained from the coated sites that had neurons attached. In another in vivo study, a PPy-silicone tube was synthesized electrochemically and was used to bridge across 10 mm sciatic nerve gap in rats. The regenerated tissues were observed by electrophysiological and histological techniques 24 weeks after the operation. PPy extraction solution showed no evidence of acute and subacute toxicity, pyretogen, hemolysis, allergen, and mutagenesis, but there was a mild inflammation observed.

In summary, despite PPy’s attractive properties and reports, it is worth pointing out that the in vivo studies on PPy have been limited and mainly focused on short term toxicity evaluation only. Therefore, considering its drawbacks such as its poor solubility and rigidity, more in vivo studies are required to confirm the viability of PPy as a biomaterial.

### 2.2 Polyaniline (PAni)

PAni is the second most investigated conducting polymer with many advantages such as its diversity of structural forms, high environmental stability, low cost and the ability to electrically switch between its conductive and resistive states by doping/dedoping process. It exists in various forms based on its oxidation level i.e. the fully oxidized pernigraniline base, half-oxidized emeraldine base, and fully reduced leucoemeraldine base. PAni emeraldine form is the most stable and conductive. PAni is also difficult to process due to its poor solubility in most of the available solvents.

In a study by Humpholcek and coworkers, both the non-conducting PAni (emeraldine base) and its conducting form (PAni hydrochloride), were tested for their biocompatibility in terms of skin irritation, sensitization and cytotoxicity. The skin irritation and sensitization testing was done in vitro, while cytotoxicity testing was performed in vitro on human immortalized non-tumorigenic keratinocyte and human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines. The results showed that both PAni hydrochloride and PAni base, have excellent biocompatibility properties in terms of dermal irritation and sensitization. However, both polymers showed considerable cytotoxicity, which was higher for PAni hydrochloride compared with PAni base. Furthermore, the polymer purification via reprotonation/deprotonation cycle resulted in significant reduction in cytotoxicity showing that the low molecular weight reaction residues or by-products, rather than PAni alone, are also likely to be responsible for observed cytotoxicity.
The main challenge for using PANi and its derivatives for biological applications arises from its poor cell compatibility, poor processibility, lack of flexibility, and non-biodegradability. Nevertheless, PANi has been investigated for use in biomedical applications such as biosensors, neural probes, controlled drug delivery, and tissue engineering applications with promising outcomes.

### 2.3 Polythiophene (PTh) and derivatives

Polythiophenes have properties similar to, and in some cases superior to, those of PPY. Polythiophene and its derivatives have been explored for electroactive scaffolds for cell culture, biosensors, and neural probes. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) is considered the most successful PTh derivative due to its higher electrical conductivity and chemical stability which allows its use in biomedicine and biotechnology.

As compared to PPY and PANi, the investigations on PEDOT are relatively recent. The biocompatibility of PEDOT has been well established. PEDOT can be synthesized in various forms such as nanofilms, nanorod arrays and nanofiber mats. Free-standing conductive ultra-thin nanofilms based on PEDOT and polystyrene sulfonic acid (PSS) were fabricated by Mattoli and coworkers using a process based on a modified supporting layer technique. The work demonstrated that the PEDOT:PSS nanofilms could be manipulated, folded and unfolded in water many times without suffering from cracks, disaggregation or from loss of conductive properties giving it potential applications in the field of sensing and actuation, as well as in the biomedical field, e.g. as smart substrates for cell culturing and stimulation. The same research group also fabricated a bending actuator by depositing a thin conductive polymer layer of PEDOT:PSS over the surface of a polysiloxane-based monodomain nematic liquid single crystal elastomer (LSCE) film.

The mechanical properties of PEDOT:PSS, being better matched with LSCE than with metals or inorganic nanoparticles, allowed the development of an all-polymer reliable millimetre-scale actuating composite. Carmina and coworkers have explored the use of PEDOT (doped with PSS) coated microelectrodes for use as cortical neural prostheses. In vivo chronic testing of microelectrode arrays implanted in rat cortex revealed that PEDOT coated Pt-Ir electrodes showed higher signal-to-noise recordings and superior charge injection compared to Pt-Ir electrodes. In a study by Feng et al., PEDOT nanofiber mats were fabricated by electrospinning combined with in situ interfacial polymerization using FeCl3 as an oxidant. The PEDOT nanofiber mats displayed good mechanical properties, flexibility, and achieved an electrical conductivity of 7.8 ± 0.4 S cm−1 and similar biocompatibility to tissue culture plates.

Tarabella and coworkers employed organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs), based on the PEDOT:PSS, as sensors of liposome-based nanoparticles in electrolyte solutions to assess sensitivity and monitoring capabilities based on ion-to-electron amplified transduction. In another study carried by Sui et al., PEDOT:PSS coatings incorporated with dopamine were fabricated on platinum electrodes and their electrochemical properties and dopamine delivery capacities were evaluated in vitro and in vivo. For in vitro studies, the PEDOT:PSS/dopamine coated electrodes were implanted into brain striatum area of rats. The results demonstrated that the PEDOT:PSS/dopamine coatings on platinum electrodes could reduce electrode impedances, increase charge storage capacities, and release significant levels of dopamine upon electrical stimulation of these electrodes. These results indicated a potential application of PEDOT:PSS/dopamine-coated implantable electrodes in the treatment of some diseases associated with dopamine deficits, such as Parkinson’s disease.

The use of biologically active dopants allows the CPs to have features of a multiple stimuli responsive material, and hence makes them more attractive as biomaterials for biomedical applications. In particular, electrical and biological cues are important factors to include in interfaces with neurons for applications such as nerve conduits and neural probes. The incorporation of nerve growth factor (NGF) as a co-dopant in the electrochemical deposition of conductive polymers, PPY and PEDOT, has been evaluated for its ability to draw forth specific biological interactions with neurons. These studies revealed that PC12 (rat pheochromocytoma) cells adhered to the NGF-modified substrate and extended neurites on both PPY and PEDOT, indicating that the NGF in the polymer film is biologically active. This approach can be used to fabricate materials capable of both biological as well as electrical stimulation for biomedical applications.

### 2.4 Summary

In summary, CPs have several attractive properties that include, good stability, sufficiently high electrical conductivity, ability to entrap, and release biomolecules. Furthermore, they can be potentially modified for electrical, chemical, physical, and biocompatibility properties to better suit a specific application. However, their use in biomedical applications is limited because CPs are often brittle and difficult to handle and the use of larger dopants can further aggravate this effect. One way to overcome the shortcomings of a CP is to use it together with another polymer in the form of a blend or composite in order to combine the useful properties of both materials. The composites of CPs can provide the increased solubility and better mechanical properties necessary for various biomedical applications without significant compromise of their conductivity and other properties as discussed in later sections.

### 3. Conductive polymer composites

#### 3.1 Composites/blends based on conjugated conducting polymers

An effective way to improve mechanical properties of CPs is to create their composites or blends with other polymers that have better mechanical properties for the intended application. Conducting polymers like PPY and PANi have also been explored as conductive fillers, especially with natural polymers, in order to overcome the poor processability of these conducting polymers as well as to impart conductivity to otherwise insulating polymers. Doping with large molecules can also be used to prepare conducting polymer composites with improved...
mechanical properties. However, these processes unfortunately may cause interference with electron conjugation within the CP due to the presence of insulating molecules.\textsuperscript{14}

Ma and co-workers fabricated synthetic nerve conduits by dip coating from PPy/poly(\(\epsilon\)-caprolactone) (PDLLA) composite solution obtained as a result of emulsion polymerization of PPy in PDLLA solution. Aqueous FeCl\(_3\) solution was used to initiate the oxidative polymerization.\textsuperscript{92} PC12 cells were used to assess the \textit{in vitro} cell compatibility, which exhibited more and longer neurites on composite than on PDLLA conduits after being stimulated with 100 mV for 2 h. The 5\% PPy/PDLLA composite was also used to fabricate nerve conduits to bridge a 10 mm defect in the sciatic nerve of a rat. After 6 months, the rats with the PPy/PDLLA conduits showed functional recovery similar to that of the gold standard autologous nerve graft and significantly better than that of the PDLLA conduits. The authors suggested that such a conduit can potentially be used in nerve tissue regeneration eliminating the drawbacks associated with using an autologous graft, including limited donor source, donor site morbidity, multiple surgery sites, and possible size mismatch.

Ferraz \textit{et al.} prepared composites of nanocellulose and PPy using FeCl\(_3\) as an oxidant and the effect of processing parameters such as rinsing and extraction, as well as aging, on electroactivity and cytotoxicity was examined.\textsuperscript{93} These studies showed that while the composites need to be thoroughly rinsed to remove impurities, reactants, and shorter oligomers to obtain a non-cytotoxic material, such processing has a negative effect on the electrochemical ion exchange capacity of the material. Aging of the PPy composites was also found to have a pronounced negative effect on the biocompatibility of the composite. In a recent study by Kobayashi and co-workers, conductive PPy-cellulose acetate films were prepared from cellulose acetate (CA) solution of pyrrole (Py) using wet cast methods.\textsuperscript{94} The PPy-CA composite films containing different concentrations of Py were prepared by casting a Py viscous solution of CA on glass plate and immersing it in FeCl\(_3\) aqueous solution. The resultant composite films showed maximum electrical conductivity of 3.6 \(\times\) 10\(^{-5}\) S cm\(^{-1}\) with 4.7 wt\% loading of PPy.\textsuperscript{95} In another study, composites of PPy and chitosan with radical scavenger activity were produced for antioxidation applications in food packaging and biomedical applications.\textsuperscript{96} The composites were synthesized by the chemical polymerization of pyrrole in chitosan solution using ammonium persulfate (APS) as the oxidant.\textsuperscript{96} In order to optimize the activity and stability of the composites, a range of ratios of APS to PPy in composite was investigated. The FTIR and UV-Vis measurements identified an attachment of PPy to chitosan in the chitosan–PPy composites, which were formed as membranes (coatings) with conductivity in the range of 10\(^{-7}\) to 10\(^{-4}\) S cm\(^{-1}\).

In an investigation by Kim \textit{et al.}, hybrid composites of PANi nanofibers and collagen with various ratios of well dispersed PANi nanofibers in a collagen matrix were fabricated.\textsuperscript{97} The PANi nanofiber-collagen composite film, doped in HCl solution, remained electronically conductive, although conductivity decreased significantly with decreasing amounts of PANi in the composite. The conductivity of a neat PANi sample was 3.0 S cm\(^{-1}\) and the sample with 7 : 1 ratio of PANi to collagen showed highest conductivity (0.27 S cm\(^{-1}\)) among the composite films. The prepared composites showed a rather high percolation threshold value while samples with PANi content lower than 50\% in a collagen matrix did not show any measurable conductivity. However, the PANi nanofiber–collagen composite film was found to be well suited for cell culture and was claimed as a potential candidate for use as scaffold material for biomedical applications.\textsuperscript{98} Wallace and coworkers used vacuum vapour phase polymerization to produce conductive PEDOT composites incorporated with triloblock polymer poly(ethylene glycol-propylene glycol-ethylene glycol) (glycol) for implantable devices.\textsuperscript{99} Iron(III) tosylate was used as an oxidant in the polymerization. The PEDOT–glycol composites were found to have a maximum conductivity of 1486 S cm\(^{-1}\) being achieved at a glycol loading of 48 wt\%. The results also indicated that cell attachment and proliferation depended on the individual cell lines used and that the impact of glycol within the PEDOT composite was negligible.\textsuperscript{87}

Schmidt \textit{et al.} synthesised conductive composites of PPy using biologically active polysaccharide hyaluronic acid (HA) as the dopant in order to create biomaterials for tissue engineering and wound-healing applications.\textsuperscript{80} These conductive, HA-containing PPy films retained HA on their surfaces for several days \textit{in vitro} and promoted vascularisation \textit{in vivo} and hence, were claimed as promising candidates for tissue engineering and wound-healing applications benefitting from both electrical stimulation and enhanced vascularisation. However, the PPy/HA films were more brittle, less conductive and exhibited a more nodular surface appearance when compared to PPy:PSS films. These differences were attributed to the diffusion limitations in the more viscous HA solution resulting in the inhomogeneous growth of the PPy/HA films. In a similar study,\textsuperscript{96} heparin (HE) was used as a dopant to simultaneously improve the electrical stability and cell adhesion to PPy, because HE is both a polyanion and an important glycosaminoglycan in cell membranes and extracellular matrix. PPy particles doped with HE were synthesized through emulsion polymerization using Fenton’s reagent as an oxidant. Conductive biodegradable membranes of resistivity of 10\(^2\) to 10\(^3\) \(\Omega\) sq\(^{-1}\) were prepared from PPy (5\% wt) with various amounts of HE and 95 wt\% poly(\(\epsilon\)-caprolactone) (PPy/PLLA). The results showed that HE was incorporated into the PPy particles as counter ions and was present on the particle surface. The conductive membranes containing HE-doped PPy particles recorded enhanced electrical stability, cell adhesion (human skin fibroblasts), and cell growth.

Combining the characteristics of a conducting polymer such as PPy with an elastomeric material, such as polyurethane (PU), may yield a composite with electrical activity and significantly improved biocompatibility and mechanical resilience. A series of electrically conducting PPy nanoparticle and PU composites with different ratios were prepared by Broda \textit{et al.} via an \textit{in situ} polymerization of Py using FeCl\(_3\) as an oxidant in a PU emulsion.\textsuperscript{81} The polymerization resulted in a composite with a principle base of PU interspersed with an electrically
percolating network of PPy nanoparticles. As the mass ratio of PPy to PU increased so did electrical conductivity of the composites. In addition, as the mass ratio of PPy to PU increased, the stiffness of the composite increased while the maximum elongation decreased. The PPy–PU composites exhibited elastomeric properties as well as conductivity, and were shown to be cytocompatible with C2C12 myoblast cells. The composite with ratio of 1 : 5 of PPy : PU was found to have the highest conductivity \((2.3 \times 10^{-6} \text{ S cm}^{-1})\) while the composite with ratio 1 : 100 was least conductive \((1.0 \times 10^{-10} \text{ S cm}^{-1})\).\(^\text{81}\) Perez-Madrigal and co-workers prepared polythiophene derivative/thermoplastic PU nanomembranes for tissue engineering applications.\(^\text{80}\) The conductivity values determined for the nanomembranes ranged from \(5.19 \times 10^{-6}\) to \(2.23 \times 10^{-5} \text{ S cm}^{-1}\).\(^\text{82}\) In another study, a polymer-based stretchable electrode fabricated from a blend of PEDOT:PSS and an aqueous polyurethane dispersion (PUD) was reported by Park and coworkers.\(^\text{83}\) The blend containing 73 wt% of non-conductive PUD exhibited an electrical conductivity of \(\sim 120 \text{ S cm}^{-1}\). Ionic liquid(IL)-based IL/PU/PEDOT:PSS composites were fabricated by Okuzaki and co-workers by sandwiching the IL/PU gel between two conductive polymer films made of PEDOT:PSS as soft and flexible electrodes.\(^\text{84}\) The electrical conductivity was found to increase from \(3.1 \times 10^{-5} \text{ S cm}^{-1}\) to \(8.8 \times 10^{-5} \text{ S cm}^{-1}\) with increasing the IL content from 0 wt% to 40 wt%.

Degradable polymers exhibiting conductivity have also recently gained considerable attention.\(^\text{15}\) The electrically conducting degradable polymers have been reported to improve cell adhesion as well as proliferation and they could be used as scaffold materials for neural, cardiovascular, and bone tissue regeneration for which electroactivity is important.\(^\text{15}\) PAni has been exploited for electroactive hydrogels which are polymeric blends combining the responsive properties of electroactive polymers and highly hydrated hydrogels within an aqueous milieu that is hospitable to biological molecules such as peptide sequences, enzymes antibodies, and DNA.\(^\text{86}\) The combination of hydrogels and inherently conductive electroactive polymers allows both materials to retain their unique responsive properties. In addition, the electroconductive hydrogels engender a new class of devices with low interfacial impedances suitable for neural prosthetic devices such as deep brain stimulation electrodes, low voltage actuation for electroactive and electroactive behaviour. The electrical conductivity varied with varying content of PAni in the composite and was found in the range of \(0.04-0.06 \text{ S cm}^{-1}\) for 5% PAni content. The native and PAni impregnated matrix not only showed a moderate biocompatibility and good mechanical strength but also exhibited good swelling properties in both distilled water and electrolyte solution. In another study by Yang et al. reported the synthesis of a bacterial cellulose (BC)/PAni nanofiber composite which is an electroconductive hydrogel that may potentially be used for biosensors and tissue engineering applications.\(^\text{86}\) The hydrogel was synthesized in ammonium persulphate solution by \textit{in situ} nanoassembly of BC nanofibers and PAni to enhance the electronic conductivity of BC nanofibers.\(^\text{86}\) The electrical conductivity of composite hydrogels was enhanced from \(10^{-6}\) to \(10^{-2} \text{ S cm}^{-1}\).

Wallace and co-workers reported the synthesis of a single component CP hydrogel for potential applications as tissue engineering scaffolds.\(^\text{87}\) Poly(3-thiophenecarboxylic acid) hydrogels were fabricated by covalently crosslinking the polymer with 1,1'-carboxyldiimidazole. The hydrogels exhibited good swelling properties (with swelling ratios up to 850%) and the mechanical properties of the networks were found to be comparable to those of muscle tissue. Hydrogels were found to be electroactive and conductive at physiological pH. Fibroblast and myoblast cells cultured on the hydrogel substrates were shown to adhere and proliferate.

Hybrid composites comprising of a conducting polymer and silver, have also been shown to achieve high conductivity.\(^\text{83}\) These composites were produced mainly by the oxidation of aniline or pyrrole with silver ions.\(^\text{86,101}\) However, high electrical conductivity (>1000 \text{ S cm}^{-1}) of such composites is only achieved with high amount of silver (>60%, w/w) and seems to be controlled by percolation.\(^\text{83}\)

Some relevant work on composites of CPs is summarised in Table 2.

### 3.2 Composites of conductive nanoparticles/fillers with non-conjugated polymers

#### 3.2.1 Introduction

Electrical conductivity can be imparted to insulating polymers by incorporation of conductive fillers while still maintaining their polymeric characteristics.\(^\text{102}\) Carbon black, carbon fiber, silver, and other metallic particles have often been used as fillers. Recently, nanosized conductive fillers including carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, metal nanoparticles have generated a considerable interest and have been explored extensively for the development of polymer based conductive composites.\(^\text{85,8101-111}\) The conductivity of such composites arises due to the formation of conductive paths of filler particles within the polymer matrix.\(^\text{111}\) The formation of conductive paths is governed by many factors such as the state of dispersion, the geometry, the abundance and the intrinsic properties of the nanofillers. Moreover, the filler–matrix interactions also play an important role in determining the electrical properties of the nanocomposite. For these reasons, choosing a composite preparation method that provides the desired level of filler distribution is of prime importance. The electrical conductivity of a composite generally depends on the concentration of conducting filler. At some critical loading known as percolation threshold (Fig. 4), the conductivity starts increasing by many orders of magnitude with very small increase in the filler loading. After the percolation threshold, the increase in conductivity levels off and approaches that of the filler material.
### Table 2  Properties of conjugated conducting polymer composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composite/blend</th>
<th>Conductivity (S cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Suggested applications</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPy/hyaluronic acid</td>
<td>3.08 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>Can support tissue growth and stimulate specific cell functions</td>
<td>Tissue engineering and wound-healing applications</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANi nanofibers/collagen</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>Well suited for cell culture</td>
<td>Scaffold material for biomedical applications</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy/chitosan</td>
<td>10⁻¹–10⁻²</td>
<td>Radical scavenger</td>
<td>Food packaging and biomedical applications</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT/glycol</td>
<td>1486 (maximum)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Implantable devices</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy/cellulose acetate</td>
<td>6.9 × 10⁻³ to 3.6 × 10¹</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANi nanoparticles/bacterial cellulose</td>
<td>10⁻²</td>
<td>Hydrogel</td>
<td>Biosensors, tissue engineering</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANi nanoparticles/poly(acrylic acid)/polyvinyl alcohol</td>
<td>0.04–0.06</td>
<td>Hydrogel, biocompatible, good mechanical strength and good swelling properties</td>
<td>Tissue engineering</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polythiophene derivative/PU</td>
<td>2.23 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>Suitable for supporting electrically stimulated cell growth</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT:PSS/PU/ionic liquid</td>
<td>8.8 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>Mechanically flexible, stretchable</td>
<td>Actuating devices</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy/poly(ε-capro lactide)</td>
<td>5.65 × 10⁻³ to 15.56 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>Nerve tissue regeneration (in vivo rat), biocompatibility (PC12 cells)</td>
<td>Synthetic nerve conduits</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPy nanoparticles/PU</td>
<td>2.3 × 10⁻⁵ (maximum)</td>
<td>Cytocompatible with C2C12 myoblast cells, elastomeric properties</td>
<td>Tissue engineering</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT:PSS/PU (aqueous dispersion)</td>
<td>~120</td>
<td>High pressure sensitivity</td>
<td>Electronic skin sensor</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDOT/RG-O</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>Good thermal and environmental stability</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As described by percolation theory,112,113 it is at the percolation threshold that the concentration of filler is enough to form a continuous conductive network through the composite. It has been found that the value of the percolation threshold decreases with increasing aspect ratio (ratio of length to diameter) of the filler.108,113

Graphene is a two dimensional monolayer of sp²-hybridized carbon arranged in honeycomb lattice and exhibits high mechanical strength, electrical conductivity and ultra high specific surface area.114 Graphene based polymer composites show superior mechanical, thermal and electrical properties as compared to the neat polymer.109,115 However, stable dispersions of graphene in polar solvents can only be obtained using suitable surfactants due to its hydrophobic nature.116,117

Graphene oxide (GO) is similar to graphene but has the oxygen containing polar functional groups which enhances its biocompatibility, compatibility with polar solvents or with a polymer matrix.107,120–122 Incorporation of hydrophilic graphene based fillers like GO also improves cell adhesion at the biomaterials surface.122 CNTs are also carbon based fillers which are used for making electrically conductive nanocomposites. CNTs exhibit very good electrical conductivity of >10⁵ S cm⁻¹, with a high aspect ratio reaching 100–1000 for μm long single-wall and multiwall CNTs.113,116,124 Apart from carbon based conductive fillers, metal nanoparticles have also been explored to impart conductivity to non-conjugated insulating polymers. Table 3 summarizes the various conductive fillers and their respective electrical conductivities.

One of the main challenges in the fabrication of carbon based conductive polymer composites is that the carbon fillers are usually difficult to be homogenously dispersed within polymer materials.125,126 Another challenge in fabrication of conductive composites for biomedical applications is to achieve both high conductivity and mechanical toughness at the same time. The limiting conductivity is as important as the percolation transition.108 The high conductivity is often achievable at the cost of mechanical strength. It also seems fairly clear that
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the direct use of nanosized materials does not provide a way to improve the making of conductive composite materials. However, if filler contact density can be reduced by sintering or using high-aspect ratio fillers, high conductivity can be achieved.\textsuperscript{102,127,128} The following section describes the methods commonly used for the preparation of conductive polymer composites.

### 3.2.2 Preparation methods of conductive polymer composites

#### 3.2.2.1 Solution mixing

The most common method used for graphene and CNT based polymer composites is the solution mixing because it facilitates separation of graphene sheets or nanotube dispersion.\textsuperscript{113,115,129–131} By this method, a solution of polymer is prepared and the nanofiller is separately dispersed in a suitable solvent by sonication (Fig. 5).\textsuperscript{113} For CNT/polymer composites, this step requires the employment of surface-modified nanotubes (either covalent or non-covalent) to achieve a metastable dispersion. Once the filler is dispersed in the solvent, the polymer, which was previously dissolved in the same solvent, is added to the dispersion so that the polymer adsorbs on to the filler. The final step is removing the solvent by evaporation. Both organic solvents and water have been used to produce composites using this method.

#### 3.2.2.2 In situ method

In the in situ polymerization method, the filler is first swollen in the liquid monomer. A suitable initiator is then diffused and polymerization is initiated either by heat or radiation.\textsuperscript{119} In situ polymerization is extensively used for the preparation of polymer/CNT composites due to the advantage of formation of a covalent bond between the CNT and the matrix. The presence of polymeric chain onto the tubes' surface further facilitates their dispersion while providing a strong interface at the same time. This technique allows the preparation of composites with high nanotube loading, which can be diluted by other techniques.\textsuperscript{113}

#### 3.2.2.3 Melt processing

Melt blending or melt processing method has become attractive due to the advantage of being free of solvents. In this method, graphene or other nanofiller is mixed with the polymer matrix in molten state.\textsuperscript{126} The thermoplastic polymer is mixed mechanically with filler at elevated temperatures using conventional methods such as extrusion and injection molding.\textsuperscript{132,133} The polymer chains are then intercalated between the filler particles to form nanocomposites. The polymer chains experience a significant loss of conformational entropy during this process.\textsuperscript{131} Melt processing is preferred for industrial-scale processes, because of its speed and simplicity. This is also a preferred method for processing of polymers which are unsuitable for solution mixing or for in situ polymerization.\textsuperscript{110}

#### 3.2.2.4 Latex technology

Apart from the above methods, other methods have also been used by researchers to incorporate conductive fillers into a polymer matrix in order to obtain electrically conductive composites. Since the electrical conductivity arises from the formation of geometrical conduction pathway, integration of individual graphene nanosheets into well organized three dimensional assemblies and embedding them in polymer matrix is the key to achieve high conductivity.\textsuperscript{109,135} Latex technology is another method for making graphene and CNT based polymer composites and has advantages such as homogeneously dispersed fillers in the polymer matrix, easy processing and process up-scaling.\textsuperscript{109} In this method, any filler that can be dispersed to yield an aqueous colloidal dispersion can be used and similarly, any polymer that can be synthesized by emulsion polymerization or can artificially be brought into the form of a polymer latex is suitable.\textsuperscript{109} Latex technology facilitates direct incorporation of predominantly individual nanofillers into a highly viscous polymer matrix as well as it also allows the formation of three dimensional framework of filler particles in polymer matrix.\textsuperscript{109,114} Latex technology involves three main steps i.e. preparation of an aqueous colloidal dispersion of the nanofiller, mixing with a polymer latex to form a two-component colloidal mixture and drying (lyophilization) of the colloidal mixture in order to yield a composite.\textsuperscript{109} Latex technology has been successfully used to produce various CNT–polymer nanocomposites and graphene–polystyrene (PS) nanocomposites.\textsuperscript{109} The graphene–PS nanocomposites were prepared using latex technology with percolation thresholds as low as 0.8 wt% and maximum conductivity values of 0.15 S cm\textsuperscript{-1} for up to 2 wt% graphene loading.\textsuperscript{109} In this work, it was also demonstrated that controlled clustering of the graphene filler favours the lowering of the percolation threshold.

#### 3.2.3 Progress in conductive composites of non-conjugated polymers

Most of the literature available on conducting...
composites of non-conjugated polymers is very recent with various conductive fillers explored to impart conductivity to polymers such as PS, poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), nylon and PU. The work is still in its infancy as researchers are still focusing more on fundamental work rather than on applications. Polyurethanes (PUs) are of particular interest to make conducting polymer composites by introduction/incorporation of conductive particles because of their biocompatibility, biostability, processability and good mechanical properties. PUs include a wide variety of materials ranging from thermoplastic elastomers to flexible and rigid foams. Moreover, the polyurethanes find application in numerous medical applications such as vascular grafts and pacemaker lead insulators.

For biomedical applications such as cochlear implants, a polymer electrode with elastomeric mechanical properties and metal like conductivity can offer a solution to overcome the problems associated with electrical interfacing with neural tissue. The following sections present the current progress in developing conductive polymer composites of non-conjugated polymers with carbon and non-carbon conductive fillers such as graphene, CNTs and metal nanoparticles.

3.2.3.1 Carbon filler based conductive polymer composites. Ruoff and co-workers presented for the first time a general approach for the preparation of graphene–polymer composites via complete exfoliation of graphite and molecular-level dispersion of individual, chemically modified graphene sheets within polymer matrix (Fig. 6). A PS-graphene composite formed by this route exhibited a percolation threshold of 0.1 vol% for room temperature electrical conductivity. At only 1 vol%, this composite exhibited a conductivity of 0.001 S cm⁻¹. Luo et al. reported the preparation of composite of PET resin and CNTs by melt compounding using a twin-screw extruder. The composites with 4 wt% loading of CNTs exhibited a volume electrical resistance of 10³ Ω cm, 12 orders of magnitude lower than that of pure PET. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph showed well dispersed CNTs in PET matrix although optical microscopy micrograph showed discontinuity of conductive phase existed in some segments of the composite fibre. The rheological behaviour of PET/CNTs composites showed that PET/CNTs composites containing high nanotube loadings exhibited a large decrease in viscosity with increasing shear frequency. A composite fiber was prepared using the conductive PET/CNTs composites and pure PET resin by a spinning process and a cloth was woven from the composite fiber and common terylene (composition 1 : 3). The cloth showed good anti-static electricity property with a charge surface density of 0.25 μC m⁻².

In another study on PET, Yu and co-workers prepared PET/graphene nanocomposites by melt compounding which resulted in a sharp transition of PET from electrical insulator to semiconductor with a low percolation threshold of 0.47 vol%. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity of 2.11 × 10⁻² S cm⁻¹ was achieved with 3.0 vol% loading of graphene. The low percolation threshold and improved electrical conductivity were attributed to the high aspect ratio, large specific surface area and uniform dispersion of the graphene nanosheets in PET matrix. In a separate study, a nanocomposite paper was prepared from reduced graphene oxide sheets (rGO) and amine-modified nanofibrillated cellulose (A-NFC). Various rGO/A-NFC nanocomposites with varied content of graphene (0.1–10 wt%) were obtained. The rGO/A-NFC nanocomposites exhibited an electrical percolation threshold of 0.3 wt% with an electrical conductivity of 4.79 × 10⁻⁶ S cm⁻¹ and a conductivity of 0.72 S cm⁻¹ with 10% graphene loading. The composite showed improved tensile strength when compared to neat cellulose and graphene oxide paper, demonstrating an excellent reinforcement of graphene sheets.

PU-based composite films containing highly aligned graphene sheets were produced through an environmentally benign process developed by Kim and coworkers. An aqueous liquid crystalline dispersion of graphene oxide was reduced in situ in PU, hence producing a fine dispersion and a high degree of orientation of graphene sheets. The electrical conductivity of the composites was measured in the in-plane direction (surface conductivity) as well as in the through-the-thickness (or perpendicular) direction (volume conductivity). The conductivities of the composites containing 0.5 wt% graphene were of the same order of magnitude and almost identical in the in-plane and perpendicular directions, showcasing an isotropic behaviour and confirming homogeneous and random dispersions of GO. However, by increasing the graphene content to 2 and 5 wt%, there was several orders of magnitude of difference between the conductivities in two directions. The conductivity in the in-plane direction was significantly higher (10⁻² S cm⁻¹), 4
wt% filler loading) than that measured through the thickness (1.7 × 10−8 S cm−1). The significant anisotropy in electrical conductivity in composites with high graphene contents was attributed to alignment of graphene sheets so that conductive networks are preferentially formed along the plane direction whereas few conductive paths are present in the bulk. In another attempt by Cho et al.,139 highly flexible, conductive, and shape memory polyurethane nanocomposites were prepared for potential applications as materials for actuators, electronics and artificial muscles. Composites were prepared using both graphene and CNTs as conductive fillers and their effect on electrical and thermal conductivity of the composite was examined. CNTs and functionalized graphene sheets were incorporated as crosslinkers in the prepolymer. In comparison to pristine PU and CNT-crosslinked PU composite, the graphene-crosslinked PU composite exhibited better mechanical properties. The graphene-crosslinked PU composite also showed a higher electrical conductivity (1.67 × 10−7 S cm−1) than the CNT-crosslinked PU composite (2.30 × 10−4 S cm−1). The composites also exhibited good shape recovery, shape retention and fast electroactive shape recovery rate.

In a more recent study by Yang and coworkers, graphene incorporated polystyrene nanocomposites were prepared by integrating electrostatic self-assembly and latex technology.135 Positively charged polystyrene was synthesized first via disperse polymerization using a cationic co-monomer and then was directly co-assembled with graphene oxide. A honeycomb like graphene three dimensional framework was embedded in polystyrene matrix after in situ chemical reduction and hot compression molding. The resultant nanocomposites showed extremely low percolation threshold of 0.09 vol% and a conductivity of 0.252 S cm−1 at filler content of 1.22 vol%. This study demonstrated the use of integrating two methods to obtain composites with well-organised three dimensional microstructures and hence, better electrical conductivity.

In another very recent study, Jeong and coworkers examined the effect of extended thermal treatment to improve the conductivity of graphene loaded composites.136 Moderately functionalized graphenes were used to prepare electro-conductive graphene/nylon 6 composites with a low percolation threshold of 0.39 wt% and an electrical conductivity of 6.84 × 10−4 S cm−1 for a low carbon incorporation of 0.54 wt%. The functionality of the graphenes was modulated by the thermal reduction time and the graphic structure of graphene was strengthened by extended thermal treatment. It was observed that the main strengthening mechanism in the first 5 min was the generation of new sp2 domains followed by the growth of the domains during the next 5 min. This extended thermal treatment improved the conductivity of the graphene itself as well as the composite loaded with graphene. However, it led to a poor dispersion of graphene in the composites, reduced crystallization of nylon 6 and reduced reinforcement of nylon 6 by graphene.136

Furthermore, there are various reports found in literature on use of CNTs as conductive filler to make conductive polymer composites for various biomedical applications such as scaffolds for bone regeneration, tissue engineering and nerve regeneration.150–158

3.2.3.2 Non-carbon filler based conductive polymer composites. Metal nanoparticles have been also investigated as conductive fillers to prepare conductive polymer composites. Kotov and co-workers demonstrated the fabrication of stretchable conductors of PU containing spherical gold nanoparticles deposited by either layer-by-layer assembly or vacuum-assisted flocculation.149 High conductivity and stretchability were observed in both composites despite the minimal aspect ratio of the nanoparticles. These materials achieved electrical conductivities of up to 11 000 S cm−1 and also demonstrated the electronic tunability of mechanical properties resulting from dynamic self-organization of the nanoparticles under stress.

In another study, Pei et al. fabricated an elastomeric transparent composite electrode comprising a percolation network of copper nanowires (CuNWs) embedded in the surface layer of an elastomeric PU matrix.140 The composite electrode was fabricated by first forming a highly conductive CuNW network on glass, then overcoating with a layer of a liquid polyurethane precursor which was subsequently polymerized, and finally peeling off the resulting PU sheet. The composite retained the elastomeric stretchability of the polymer matrix. Pre-treatment of the CuNW network with 6-aminohexanoic acid enhanced the bonding between polymer and CuNW, and significantly improved the reversibility of the surface conductance of the composite electrode during repeated stretching at room temperature.

An overview of properties and applications of conductive composites of non conjugated polymers is provided in Table 4.

In summary, conductive composites of CPs have been explored in order to overcome their insolubility, brittleness and low processability, while retaining their biological properties such as cell adhesion. Most of this work has focussed on biomedical applications and these studies have demonstrated that the electrical conductivity of CPs is usually compromised at the expense of mechanical properties. On the other hand, the work on conductive composites of non conjugated polymers is relatively recent and more focussed on understanding the fundamentals such as impact of different conductive fillers and their loadings. While the initial work on non conjugated polymer composites was based on conventional (non-biomedical polymers) such as PS, PET and nylon. In more recent work, conductive composites of polyurethane and biocompatible natural polymers have been investigated for biomedical applications. Amongst the organic fillers, graphene is a more popular choice as conductive filler due to its high conductivity and ease of incorporation. The ultimate goal is to achieve reasonable electrical conductivity with lowest possible amount of conductive filler, while retaining the properties of host polymer. The major challenges thus lie in selection of conductive filler, achieving low percolation threshold and retaining biocompatibility for biomedical applications.

4. Conclusions and future prospects

The review was focused on assessing the level of understanding of the potential of conducting polymers for biomedical
applications based on many literature reported studies over the last decade. Most of the early studies have been focussed on evaluating the suitability of well known conducting polymers for biomedical applications. The limitations of conducting polymers, such as low processability, poor mechanical properties and biocompatibility, have prompted researchers to explore various chemical modification techniques, and blending with conducting nanoparticles and non-conducting polymers to overcome these limitations. The importance of the choice of conducting particles combined with appropriate blending techniques appear to be the key to develop useful composites that may find applications in biomedical implants. While this approach may help address processability, mechanical properties and biocompatibility, the improvement will come with some compromise in electrical conductivity, limiting the range of applications for these materials.

In many of the reported studies, biocompatibility testing has been limited to in vitro screening and any further advancement of these materials require appropriate functional animal studies before they can be used in clinical applications. It is clear that CPs are promising materials to fulfil material requirements in medical implants, in particular implants used in neural stimulation and sensing. Tissue engineering is another area that these materials may find applications, mainly as substrates for regeneration of tissues where electrically conductivity can enhance cell growth. However, the area is full of unresolved technology challenges providing researchers with opportunities for further research and development work.
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